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Dear students, thank you for the intense work, 
dedication and enthusiasm you expressed 
during the entire semester. I enjoyed so much 
your willingness to learn and your ongoing 
discoveries; to me, they were also source of  
inspiration and energy for the work I am doing 
both as teacher and researcher. I was deeply 
moved by the book you made for me. Thank you! 

Many thanks also to Uri Ben-Ari from La Cittá 
Mobile for the sharp criticism during reviews 
and for the enthusiasm and support during 
the Dutch Design Week; to Erna van Holland 
from Cob-Web-advisors for the analysis and 
judgment of  the projects and for being an 
attentive follower of  the progress of  the 
research; and last, but definitely not least, 
thanks to Cees Donkers for welcoming us to 
the Municipality of  Eindhoven and for giving the 
insights to the local problems and demands. 
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ERThis book is the outcome of  a master design 
studio I conducted last fall in the Faculty 
of  Architecture at the TU/e. It involved 30 
students from this University and International 
Erasmus students as part of  their program 
at the TU/e. Students worked in multi cultural 
groups for an entire semester and their focus 
was the Eindhovens Kanaal. 

Situated on the eastern side of  the city, the 
Eindhovens Kanaal is a hidden and forgotten 
area waiting for its integration to the urban 
context.

At a quick glance, the existing canal area is a 
sequence of  new ‘industrial boxes’ that have 
replaced the old industrial edifices. Repetition, 
monotony and silence are the adjectives used 
by the students to explain the atmosphere 
along the canal; and similar were the feelings 
expressed by the workers and few visitors that 
students met on the site. 

In response to this negative impression, the 
initial goal of  the studio was to search and 
to magnify those positive, even if  small and 
almost invisible, qualities of  the canal. Students 
undertook an attentive observation of  the area 
through several site visits, reading of  maps 
and old pictures, interviews and other fieldwork 
activities. The magnifier was their tool and their 
personal sensitivity was the guide.  Through 
this reading, students learned to trace those 
hidden fragments of  the industrial past; to 
detect the latent qualities in the new industrial 
volumes; to recognize the role and meaning of  
the canal in the entire context of  the city. 

Thus, the designs that you will see in this book 

aim to enhance the features detected through 
the several lenses. Instead of  big actions, 
these projects suggest the cross reading of  
distant and close-up views of  the canal and 
they operate with the on-site materials.

Definitely, these projects are far from nostalgia 
and their call to memory is only to start up 
innovative ideas.

During the design process, the focused 
reading of  the canal was broadened by the 
investigation of  issues related to industrial 
reuse and through the participation of  the 
students to two events outside the TU/e. With 
the workshop ‘The Beauty of  Decay’during the 
DDW and with the presentation and exhibition 
at the Inspiratiedag by Erfgoed Brabant, studio 
aimed at a dialogue between students and 
public and to raise awareness on the topic of  
reuse. And it was a success! 

I am confident that the projects of  this book 
show the potentials and challenges for 
Eindhovens Kanaal that the powerful eye-lenses 
of  the students have been able to discover and 
elaborate. I truly hope you will enjoy in reading 
their work through your personal magnifying 
glass!

Reading with the magnifier: 

Visions for Eindhovens Kanaal  by  Irene Curulli
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In the past semester, as local and exchange 
students, you were part of  a studio researching 
Eindhoven’s Kanaalzone. Your work brought 
you to locations along the waterline, past 
warehouses, car parks and closed complexes, 
a workshop next door, a sleepless night or two, 
a presentation. 

In this research the ideas you tackled and 
choices you made are based on an assumption: 
that in the 21st century city, industrial areas 
must be rethought, enhanced or revived in 
order to stay relevant. 

Transforming places as the Kanaalzone can 
take on many forms: sometimes by means of  
municipality-backed plans, sometimes through 
private initiative. Then there are other kinds 
of  initiatives: brainstorms, accidents, small 
revolutions, competitions, ‘natural growth’, 
social interaction, reuse – and academic 
projects.

An academic project potentially has it all. The 
result of  a highly-intensive process involving 
group effort and personal stimuli, it is both 
relevant and independent.

Your process is an opportunity to reassess the 
priorities of  the area from a broader stance. 
As researchers and soon-to-be planners, you 
have reshuffled the elements of  the place, 
stripping them to the basic core. As you know 
by now, this was not just by identifying new 
places to build, but asking new questions and 
providing criteria from which to offer a possible 
answer. 

The result is ten new questions on the theme 
of  renewing the Kanaalzone; Ten wholly 

new approaches to a misinterpreted, often 
neglected area in deadlock between residents, 
warehouse owners and decision makers, but 
with a valuable ingredient – the water. 

It’s a site-specific study; and yet, one among 
many examples of  urban paradox; a place that 
despite (or maybe because of) lacking a clear 
urban future, can become so much more than 
what it is.

Orientation points / perceptions of  use, 
misuse and decay / transportation / modes 
of  production / public space / building on or 
near water / standards of  living / schemes for a 
changing future / axes, typologies, functions… 
the finding and reinterpreting of  these was 
crucial in turning the disadvantages of  this 
area, any area, to your own use. 

Keep in mind that the milestones of  this process, 
from identification through expectations to the 
fulfillment of  an idea, remain relevant and 
implanted in your work. To put it bluntly, the 
locations you will intervene in, by building, 
planning or otherwise, cannot be developed 
without clinging to a motive – yours. Re-
check your relevance, remember your motive. 
Maybe that’s another important reason for this 
publication.

It has been an inspiration to view your efforts 
and work alongside you. 
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From relevance to motive (and back) 
by Uri Ben-Ari



source: www.eindhoveninbeeld.com

  THE PAST AS BASE FOR THE FUTURE - 06

concept of  the concentric rings of  development 
and the recognisable identity of  the five formal 
villages as city parts.

 Also the 5 zone’s  in between those village 
parts of  the city are still green or working 
area’s. Since the lost of  the ‘making’ industry 
during the 90’s the City is transforming into 
a new age identity. The ‘knowledge industry’ 

Eindhoven is a young City. 

About 100 years ago the Philips industry was 
the growing engine. In 1920 the small city was 
connected to the 5 villages around and the 
big city Eindhoven was born. De Casseres was 
the urban designer that worked out the model 
of  the Garden City for Eindhoven. It is still a 
hidden monumental value because of  the clear 

The past as base of  the Future
History of  Eindhoven and the Canalzone  by  Cees Donkers
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was kept and is nowadays the new base for 
Brainport. A creative and economic value 
as Dutch centre for design, innovation and 
economic development.

The empty Philips factories were transformed 
into a re-use city.  The Westcorridor project 
was developed for quite a number of  years to 
change and dense the city for a new program. 
This formal industrial zone in between the 
formal villages Woensel and Strijp alongside 
the railway tracks to den Bosch was re-used 
since that time. The White Lady, one of  the first 
bigger factories that was build in 1920,  close 
to the hart of  the city, was not demolished 
but re-used for cultural functions and became 
a new icon for this identity. The formal zone 
of  factories is nowadays the place to be and 
transformed in to a new area for housing and 
working in a actual way of  life, focused on a 
new generation. 

The ‘East-corridor’ is the zone in between two 
formal villages Stratum and Tongelre. The old 
canal was the main reason for the industry to 
develop this zone in the 19th century. Also DAF 
motorcars developed a site in this zone in the 
beginning of  the 20th century.  During the last 
50 years the industry changed into large scale 
retail and service industry. The zone can be 
guarded as a new development area for the 
future, comparable with the Westcorridor, but 
with a totally different identity. No big factories 
with nostalgic old buildings. 

An interesting area to do research after and fit 
for ‘out of  the box’ concepts.

In between Eindhoven and the city of  Helmond, 

east of  Eindhoven is a green landscape park 
and agrarian functions, connected by this 
canal. This green quality is in contrast with 
the Westside of  Eindhoven with the high tech 
industrial campus identity and (inter)national 
traffic connections in the nort-south backbone 
from the Netherlands.  In the studies from 
international students will occur their looks and 
impressions of  these contradictory qualities 
from a different point of  view. Not only their 
typical nationality and home culture but also 
their generation type can show the impact of  re-
use, transformation (in stead of  ‘new bricks’), 
sustainability, climate change and of  course 
the ‘FACEBOOK’ effects of  their thoughts and 
themes.  The impact of  the new communication 
tools and the digital revolution that is going on 
can be translated into new visions and ideas 
for development of  this more or less ‘left-over’ 
area.

I think that the use of  the ‘city as a laboratory’ 
for the exchange of  idea’s and designing 
research can offer these results as a step in a 
chancing society. Sharing knowledge and open 
communication are the tools for innovation and 
therefore also for new creative economy.

A bottom up input for the identity of  Brainport.
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The Canalzone in Eindhoven seems like a 
forgotten area. Hardly visible from the city 
center and quickly and highly crossed by 
traffic on the ring road. In fact an area only 
known to those you work there or live in the 
neighborhood. Even the municipality is having 
a hard time to get together a general view for 
this area. What a great opportunity to see what 
students from Eindhoven and abroad see as 
chances for the Eindhoven Canalzone. 

All the students came to the conclusion that the 
canal in Eindhoven is a border between worlds. 
As the canal has lost its use for transport and 
has not yet gained a new use, everybody still 
considers it an edge, not a quality on its own. 
But would it not be nice to make interventions 
so that it does get a quality of  its own and by 
doing so gives Eindhoven an extra quality as 
well. The students have certainly shown how 
they were inspired by the possibilities of  this 
area. 

Whereas other cities are letting canals come 
back after they have been filled and are used 
as streets for years, Eindhoven could be the 
city to experiment with filling a part of  the 
canal with a park and housing: flooding the 
canal with landscape. A new labyrinth of  green 
and buildings. The canal seems to lack head 
and tail or as a group of  students called roots 
and leaves. The root should be the connection 
with the city and the other important water, 
the Dommel. The root should tempt people to 
discover the rest of  the canalzone. The leaves 
could be floating hexagon fields that can be 
attached together or to a side of  the canal. The 
floating fields can be used for buildings and for 

greens and can be adjusted in time. 

Looking in a more detailed way to the canalzone 
showed that the heritage of  industrial buildings 
may not be monumental but is very much worth 
while. It inspired groups to transform industrial 
buildings into schools, sporting facilities or 
housing. A new interpretation was found for 
the connection of  these new functions with the 
canal. Not only the buildings were used, also 
the industries of  milk, recycling of  paper and 
metal and resulted in a reindustrialized area. 
The site itself  a machine. The heritage was also 
used as in inspiration for new buildings as a 
carparkboat, a storage of  boats in a silo and 
a new type of  a crane. Special attention was 
given to the process of  transformation. Can 
the existing industries and users be tempted to 
shove over and make the site more permeable, 
to make it more open to neighbors? How can 
this puzzle be made visible? 

These are questions I work with every day in 
the transformation of  urban spaces. And I too 
have found new inspiration in the projects of  
these students. I so hope that others find this 
inspiration as well.
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Prospective views of  the Kanaalzone
by Erna van Holland
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More than a teaching method
An architectural process a life lesson  by Pedro Snow

Understanding the impact that an academic 
project and its process can have on each 
person, student and future architect makes 
Irene strive for a method in which all people 
get the same starting point but the end result 
and the “place” each project goes is up to 
who is leading it (the student) making it an 
extremely personal process. However in all this 
conceptual and thematic freedom many topics 
and “rules” are put into play to try and give 
guidelines and tips with the objective of  each 
person being able to further along their career 
create his own architectural  | mental process. 

Deconstructing architecture to the most basic 
questions makes students argument their 
decisions, is which the questions once posed 
by Le Corbusier to his own students are 
extremely important. The WHY, WHERE and 
HOW make each project stronger when able 
to answer. The generation of  a cohesive link 
between all the stages of  the project is also of  
extreme relevance. To be able to relate to each 
other and during one never forget the others is 
a key point for our mental organization and a 
guideline when presenting to others.

This importance of  the fundamentals is also 
present in the way we are asked to work, in 
all our freedom of  physical representation for 
architecture all are welcome from conceptual 
diagrams to realistic drawings, never the less 
MODELS are a requirement as they are still the 
closest we can get to really understanding and 
visualising the impact | repercussions of  our 
lines, concepts and projects on the people that 
one day would live and use “our” creations.

Suggesting that students work in the workshop 

is done with the objective of  linking this hands 
on model approach with the relation between 
students.

Being architecture a “social” process as in its 
core is the relationship between people. Also 
our studio was created as so, divided in smaller 
groups to promote discussion and mutual help, 
and during presentations making students 
comment on each others work are some of  the 
ways this is achieved. Also the relation between 
tutor and student is of  extreme importance and 
is this point Irene’s involvement and dedication 
in all that relates to students is an example for 
our future but also to other professors.

This involvement is particularly represented 
in the effort of  trying to find people outside 
the university that take our (students) work 
seriously, as a valid contribution to the “world” 
and making the possibility to show our work to 
these people and the public in general, creating 
an extra motivation but also an extra lesson.

Finally the knowing that the architecture we 
(all architects) create is directly linked to 
the knowledge we have of  our surroundings, 
society and many other topics but especially 
to the architecture we know. And knowing 
that you only really know a building after you 
have been physically in it makes the promotion 
of  traveling and visiting relevant sites to our 
project an important factor that should be 
present all along our life. 

For all these lessons, and knowing I speak for 
all my fellow students.

Thank you Irene!



The co-operation between Uri Ben-Ari, Jan Schevers and Irene Curulli and the understanding that the DDW 
is a special moments to develop an out of  the box workshop and draw some light on an important subject 
made all of  this come to life.

The objective was to highlight a piece of  the Eindhoven canal in the attempt to express the Beauty of  
Decay. Creating a frame and framework to show what is this Beauty for each group. One should question 
if  this beauty lies in the nostalgic feeling it brings to our memory; or in the undiscovered potentials that it 
insinuates to whoever is willing to be its audience.

THE BEAUTY OF DECAY  DDW  - 12

Temporary installation on the Kanalzone | DDW’010 (23rd to 31st . October . 2010)
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A paper tent hangs from the ceiling 1.50m over the floor. One side of  the tent has a lifted corner, which 
invites the visitors to step inside. Black boxes are floating in the space created by the paper curtains. Each 
box has a quotation written on its side.  Holes are revealing to the viewer the content of  each box. A box 
with viewing holes on opposite sides gives the chance to cross views inside the box. Group 2 tells through 
its work a fragment of  the story of  Chris (a man living in a boat on the canal) and his opinion about beauty 
of  decay.

“I can’t stop the future, I don’t want to” - Chris

THE BEAUTY OF DECAY  DDW  (Dutch Design Week)
25th to 31st October at La Cittá Mobile
Text and images by Sara Araújo Jordao and Daniele Aulenta
(http://ddw-workshop-tue.blogspot.com/)

Different pieces of  a frame are hanging from the ceiling. Fragments of  the same picture are hanging 
behind the frame pieces. From a specific point in front of  the frame the viewer will not be able to distinguish 
its fragmentation, but only perceive a complete frame and its picture. This deceiving perspective can be 
compared to the view of  a landscape. An overview prevents the viewer to perceive the story behind each 
detail of  the landscape. From the defined starting point the viewer moves in a straight line toward the 
hanging frame. Getting closer to the frame the he starts to perceive its actual composition, the different 
pieces and their imperfections. Each single piece has its own identity and story. It is in the intimacy of  these 
stories that you can find the beauty of  decay. 

“To be able to capture the beauty of  imperfection is just a matter of  perspective.”



THE BEAUTY OF ECAY  DDW - 14

A tree is standing in the middle of  the exhibition space, an empty frame hanging behind it. The leaves of  the 
tree are colored, written and drawn.
A tree crosses in a year four different seasons. In spring the tree gets ready for summer. The summer of  
the tree is its most glorious season. In autumn rain and temperature are corrupting the triumph of  summer,  
but with the rain autumn brings also incredible colors. The colors are covering the tree and its surrounding. 
What happens to the tree in winter?
Like trees also buildings are living bodies. Buildings are crossing four different seasons in their lifespan. In 
its autumn a building gets color by nature (through decay) and by people (through art).

Four cylinders (built out of  bubble paper) are hanging inside four metal frames. Through the bubble paper 
the viewer sees the shadow of  hanging objects. Mirrors located directly under the hanging cylinder give a 
clear view of  the hidden objects. Each mirror is partially covered with earth, wood and other materials in 
order to represent various subjective point of  views.

“What happens to the building in its winter? ....empty frame”

“Change your prespective to see the beauty of  decay.”

A big frame is standing on the floor. The frame is crossed by ropes that can be pulled. Each rope moves a 
different object hanging inside the frame. The viewers are invited to move the objects and trace their stories. 
Through its work Group 1 investigates the relation between information and the space left to imagination.

“Set your imagination in motion”
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INSPIRATIEDAG  Industrieel Erfgoed
07th December 2010 at Klockgebouw Strijp -S
(www.2018brabant.eu/samen-aan-tafel/overzicht/inspiratietafel.aspx)

The interest from Industrieel Erfgoed in the research we had developed on the different issues of  
transforming rehabilitating | industrial sites existed. 

The invitation to be present at Inspiratiedag was made, and accepted. 

Making this the second time we presented our work outside the university. Panels and some models where 
exhibited and laid out the theme and the atmosphere. The presentation on the different topics started 
and once again was different experience than presenting in class, one more lesson, more motivating and 
generating some interesting discussions with all people attending.  A presentation that proved once more 
that students work is a valid contribution to the “world”. 
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Our strategy is to use the canal as a leading thread 
into the center of  Eindhoven, which would encompass a 
long stroke of  various small-scale creative activities that 
would inspire and communicate ideas to those who use 
that corridor.

LEADING THREAD - 18
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2 LINKING Art Design Outlet
Scale 1/1000

3  LINKING Campina Factory
Scale 1/1000

1 PUSHING Praxis
Scale 1/1000

2 LINKING Art Design Outlet
Scale 1/1000 3  LINKING Campina Factory

Scale 1/1000

1 PUSHING Praxis
Scale 1/1000
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3  LINKING Campina Factory
Scale 1/1000

LINKING PUSHING PULING - 31



1 PUSHING Praxis
Scale 1/1000
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Begüm Yilmaz
Philip Weibhauser
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SOUND’s GOOD  

Chiara Carri
Rik van Den Elzen
Veronika Sykorova 57
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CONCEPT

INFRASTRUCTURES

FUNCTIONS

GREEN

OPEN AND CLOSED SPACE
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The canal zone in Eindhoven, is a special area. It is close 
to the city but the sound of  this place is really different. 
Due to the sound you can recognize where you are.  The 
industrial are has its own kind of  sound.  It is not just the 
function and infrastracture but also the green, the open 
en closed space that are responsible for the intensity and 
atmosphere and kind of  sound. In the industrial area, the 

sound marks the  history of  the place, but also change 
along the canal. We use the soundline to improve the 
quality of  the canal zone.The buildings and spaces in the 
canal  zone have their own sound quality. Working with the 
sound stimulates this qualities. The sound strategy can be 
explaind by working with different typologies that create, 
close, or stimulate the sound effect on architectural level.    
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SMALL SOUND MEDIUM SOUND LARGE SOUND
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STREET OF SOUND _ RIK VAN DEN ELZEN
CONVERTING A INDUSTRIAL  BUILDING  INTO A  SPORTCOMPLEX
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THE CORRIDOR _ VERONIKA SYKOROVA
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THE HIGHWAY _ CHIARA GARRI
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ZIPPER

Eric Pijffers
Luca Vallicelli 
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The two cones represent the Philips area and 
the Canal zone. The second diagram shows how 
the project area is divided into two sections: one 
characterized by a small road network and the other 
with a larger one. Two different sections of  a canaal 
before and after the bridge ring.

Here we have proposed the transformation of  the 
Canal zone of  Eindhoven, the Netherlands, as a 
desirable place to live in. This involves a careful 
consideration of  the site and building’s history. 
Reuse and process in order to develop a critical 
perspective on the concept of  the renewal design 
and its architectural and functional implications. Right 
now the industrial waterfront is a nearly death area. 
Some factories are still located there but the rest 
of  the buildingsare mostly abandoned. The Canal 
cuts like a wedge in the living city of  Eindhoven. The 
neighborhoods on both sides of  the canal are not 
conected.
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The ZIPPER. In order to rejuvenate the canalzone, we 
decided to cut the canal into two pieces. The “head” 
of  the canal will be reconnected with the inner city of  
Eindhoven and the “tail” will be it’s own city district 
- the water zone. Our “zipper” concept aims to 
reconnect the two seperated neighborhoods on both 
sides of  the canal. The Zipper itself  contains of  three 
parts - the closed zipper (the green area), the open 
zipper (the water area) and the slider (the transition 
between both parts). It was decided to elaborate all 
three themes. Which location have been chosen for 
this is indicated on the map below.

The “closed” zipper
(the green area)

The “slider” The “open” zipper
(the water area)
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The GREENZONE

The SLIDER

The WATERZONE

The strategy for the greenarea is based on a progressive 
drying up of  the canal. In the initial elements are floating 
at the end of  the canal is drained. The transition is slow to 
arrive to complete drainage. The objective of  this strategy 
is to invite people as possible to get close to water areas. 
The drainage of  the canal is also a way to make easier the 
connection between the areas that the canal divides.

We dicided that the point where the highway crosses the 
canal should be highlighted. It’s a tricky position because 
on the one hand it to seperate both gree and water zone as 
two independent areas on the other hand it has to connect 
them. That’s where we placed the “slider”. It is an essential 
part of  the zipper. For us it works like a an urban joint. It 
is a machine that connects both canal zones, it creates a 
a highpoint to mark the site and it also guides the traffic 
around the building. We want to keep to keep the traffic 
away from the aquarium and the canal. We dicided that a 
roundabound would work perfectly to let the traffic, the 
canal and especially the aquarium “talk” to each other but 
not “touch” each other.

The strategy for the waterzone is to attract areas and 
buildings that previously were introvert and secluded, to the 
canal and to each other. As connector we’ll create branches. 
The entire area of  the canalzone will be divided in different 
areas, all with their own functions, such as culture, dwelling 
and sport. Within that huge area, there are smaller zones, 
all conected to each other and to the canal.
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THE GREENAREA  _ LUCA VALLICELLLI
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THE SLIDER  _ SEBASTIAN GERNHARDT
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THE WATERZONE _ ERIC PIJFFERS
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RECYCLE INCISIONS         

Daniela Gheorghiu
Futura Falistocco  
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MOOD ANALYSIS RECYCLING POINT

FUNCTION ANALYSIS

USER ANALYSIS
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RECYCLING POINT

CAMPINA FACTORY

SMURFIT

VAN DE MORTEL

OPEL GARAGE
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CAMPINA LODGE INCISION _ STEPHANIE VAN DEN HURT
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PAPER FOLDING INCISION _ DANIELA GHEORGHIU 
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MELTING METAL INCISION _ FUTURA FALISTOCCO 
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Imijes Selanno
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The canal is divided into three different parts. The 
west side is used for the view, the east side for rowing 
and fishing. Only the middle part is not used and the 
builings next to it (shops and industry) don‘t need it. 
But it is still there, waiting for better times.

The industry and factories are part of  the history 
of  Eindhoven and the canal zone. But this industrial 
age is almost completely gone. Therefore we will 
reuse this part of  the canal with the memory of  the 
industrial era in mind.
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SENSITIVITY OF ROUGHNESS
from Nature, through Industry to Urbanity
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Having as MAIN GOAL, THE REVITALIZATION OF THIS HIGH POTENTIAL AREA in the city. Both due to HERITAGE 
and LOCATION, and having analys-ed the global and local structure of  the city we decided to challenge ourselves to  
bring REAL NATURE into this area but still make it bustling and safe.  With a new identity |urbanity that takes into respect 

NATURE, INDUSTRY and the CITY of  the PEOPLE.
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Plan from further developed area (original scale 1/500) 

NATURE as a conceptual start

URBAN and LOCAL scale analysis conceptual sections of  the area

CONNECTIONS “central area of  the city that is hardly used”

CLASSIFYING (analysis) Heritage, Transformable and New

multi-FUNCTIONAL area (proposal)

EDGES|BARRIERS

CIRCULATION activities for a dynamic area

NATURE as a final proposal
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DIVING CENTER EINDHOVEN
TRANSFORMATION OF A INDUSTRIAL “BUNKER” 
_ MANUEL AUST

As a part of  the Campina factory the “Bunker” 
is located in the eastern industrial canal area 
of  Eindhoven. To prove the urban strategy, this 
design proposal shows how to transform an old 
industrial building without taking its identity.

View of  Diving Center Eindhoven

Level 1
Including: store, shower

section

Level 2
Including: classroom, toilettes, kitchen, terrace

Level 3
Including: restaurant (support facilities)
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DAF HALL 2 NEIGHBORHOOD
TRANSFORMATION OF A FACTORY INTO A “CENTER” 
_ PEDRO SNOW

As a part of  the DAF factory complex “HALL 2” 
is a large footprint industrial building. This design 
proposal proves our urban strategy, creating a 
new high density low rise neighbourhood in which 
“HALL 2” is the centre. Maintaining its identity 
and promoting a new hybrid urbanity.

“in-fill” housing CONCEPT

Conceptual process Levels of  interior privacy Final roof  structure
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View of  DAF HALL 2 factory “center” of  the new neighborhood 

Final presentation models (Diving Center and infill of  DAF HALL 2)

View from Diving Center Eindhoven over new DAF HALL 2  neighborhood
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“This semester I made contact with people originating from all over Europe, and got an insight in to many different ways 
of  working and different approaches to architecture.”

Philip Weibhauser (GER)

“... Irene’s spirit and professionalism guided us through the difficulties of  our project, she demonstrated that there are 
no bad ideas but the lack of  “architectural dialogue” and drawings, architect’s tools for expressing ideas... her high 
degree of  involvement in our formation as architects is something that I’ll always remember...”

“... to all of  them (my fellow colleagues), you are great, with you I have grown as a person and as a student, I hope our 
“CANALS”  cross again.” 

Jaime Rámila (SPA)

“CLOSING” - 96
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“...From the start to the end I have learnt from other students and you. ... I very much liked your attitude towards the 
project and the involving of  third parties from outside the university, This gave the project a context to operate in and 
brought an extra impetus.”

Remko Kroes (NED)

“The Dutch Design Week was an interesting and instructive project. The assignment was dissociated from designing a 
building an this brought a new and educational experience to me.”

Karsten Seifert (GER)

“For many years I have seen exchange students come and leave your studio. They were always hanging out around the 
workshop, with “the english-speaking teacher” walking from table to table giving wise advise. Back then I was looking 
forward to working in an international environment. Today I am part of  it: Thank you for leading this group, and thank 
you for your ever-present involvement with us...”

Elena Chochanova (BUL) 97
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“Looking back, this studio is the best that could have happened. Why? Your approach of  making small groups that work 
as a team, even during the “individual” design, really helped me. I felt proud when giving Imi or Karsten new ideas 
for their design, and I was pleased when they helped me with my problems. I’m not only getting confidence, but also 
friends.”

Ralph Vleeshouwers (NED)

“This semester has been a meaningful and fun period for me. I’ve learned many things and enjoyed the way the studio 
was organised. I also liked the different assignments, extra activities and especially the relaxing environment...”

Yan Hang (NED)

“Thanks for this fantastic international experience. It was very nice to design, talk, work and especially have fun with 
people from all over the world...”

Chiara Garri (ITA)
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28|29 and 30th of  January 2011

Trip to Duisburg, Oberhausen and Essen.
Transformed industrial site visited; Landschaftspark Duisburg-Meidrich, Duisburg Innnenhafen, MKM modern art 
museum, Oberhausen gasometer,  Aquarius wassermuseum and Zollverein coalmines Essen. 

“Getting to know “real” built environments is part of  the architectural learning process, and for this, on site visiting is 
extremely important! This is what made this great trip come to “life”, some amazing days (lucky with the cold but clear 
weather), visiting several different interventions gave us a broad view on what is transforming an old industrial site. And 
how beautiful they can be and become!”

Pedro Snow (POR)

“My most interesting experience with former industrial architecture was our visit of  the Landschafspark in Duisburg. The 
natural process and the decaying of  the former industrial buildings felt of  being in a none accessible area. That feeling 
made the former industrial site even more special. A beautiful place to experience the beauty of  decay in architecture.”

 Rik van Den Elzen (NED)
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